Tyndale-Biscoe & Mallinson School
REVISED TERM-I SYLLABUS FOR CLASS-VII
(Session 2016-17)
Subject: English
Literature:

1. The Sorcerer's Apprentice
My Lord, The Baby (Taken from Unit 2)
Poetry:
Tartary
Grammar: *
Verbs (Recap)
*
Finite, Non-Finite (Infinitive, Gerund, Participle)
Vocabulary: Words used both as Verbs as well as Nouns
Writing skills: *
Essay writing
*
Letter writing - (Formal & Informal)
*
Message writing
Subject: Mathematics
Rational Numbers
*
Exercise 3.1(Q1-8), Exercise 3.2 (Q2,3,5,7,8&9)
Congruence of Triangles (SSS & SAS Rule)
*
Concept of Congruence with respect to Triangles
*
SSS condition of Congruence of Triangles-(Exercise 11.2-Question1-3)
*
SAS condition of Congruence of Triangles-( Exercise 11.3-Question1-3)
Patterns
*
Patterns in Numbers
Subject: Science
Physics
Topic: Heat
Temperature [measurement of temperature, temperature scales, conversion from one scale to another]
Thermometers, fire, change of state [solid to liquid, liquid to vapour, vapour to liquid, solid to vapour].
Thermal expansion [thermal expansion of solids, application of thermal expansion of solids, thermal
expansion of liquids]
Chemistry
Topic: Useful Elements and Compounds
Recapitulation of metals and non-metals, properties of metals and non-metals, uses of metals and non
metals, concept of alloy, solutions we use.
Biology
Topic: Life Under a Microscope
Microorganisms. Bacteria (shape, structure and reproduction). Protozoans (Amoeba,
paramecium,
euglena). Viruses. Useful and harmful microorganisms. Conditions necessary for the growth of
microorganisms
Subject: Social Studies
History
The Delhi Sultanate
Civics
Democracy
Geography
The Changing Face of the Earth
Subject: Urdu
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Subject: Hindi

ikB;iqLrd
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*
*
*
*

isM+ksa ds lax c<+uk lh[kks] ued dk njksxk] lkFkh gkFk c<+kuk
fØ;k] dky] vO;;
isM+ks dh egÙork
2- ns’k ds izfr izse
1- fuEka=.k i= 2- vkosnu i=] vifBr x|ka’k

(From Unit-II)

Subject: Art
Light color tones using colors other than white for tonning
Dark color tones using colors other than black for tonning
Tonal variation charts of red, green, yellow, orange both light and dark color tones, using yellow and
red for light tonning, blue and green for dark tones.
Use of tonal variation in “geometrical shaped design”.
Subject: General Knowledge

Chapter: People (pg. no. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
*
Tribes of people
*
Historic people
*
Powerful people
*
Of crowns and thrones
*
Leading India
*
Indians across the world
*
Famous quotes
Chapter: sports (pg. no. 9, 11, 12, 13,15)
*
International football clebs
*
On sporting terms
*
Playing chess
*
Stadiums and sports
*
Winter sports
Chapter : language and literature (pg. no. 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31)
*
Animal like
*
Write on
*
Literacy giants
*
Pen names
*
Breaking news
*
Famous first lines
NOTE: Questions related to current affairs regarding sports and our country India will be asked
Subject: Moral Science
1.
Courage
2.
Playing fair
3.
Gender Equality
Subject: Computer
Theory
1.
More on computer peripherals
·
Input devices
·
Output devices
·
Memory
with practical approach
·
Secondary storage
·
Computer language
·
Software

2.

Microsoft excel
·
Starting Ms-Excel
·
Data types
·
Saving a workbook
·
Entering data
·
Selecting cells
3.
Editing cell contents
4.
Formulas in Ms-excel
Practical's
1.
MS-Excel: Saving a workbook, entering data, selecting cells and multiple ranges simultaneously,
extending a selection selecting a complete row/ column and entire work sheet.
2.
Editing cell contents
Overwriting, partial modifications, editing commands, inserting and deleting rows/columns, changing
row height and column width, using auto fill
3.
Formulas in MS-Excel
About cell and cell references
Text formulas
Numeric formulas
Simple Statistical functions
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Subject: Kashmiri

Subject: Punjabi
Term-I
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